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Two of the Apollo 13 astronauts and the Mission Control flight director

who helped return them safely to Earth will speak about the ill-fated

3/21/16

Next event in FHSU Sebelius Lecture Series

More

University's Memorial Union. Admission is free and open to the public.

"Tornadoes, Tempests, and Thunderous Skies in Work and Image" at 7

1, in the Beach/Schmidt Performing Arts Center.

Dr. Jack Horner, technical advisor to and partial inspiration for the

"Jurassic Park" movies, will speak at a fundraiser for Fort Hays State

2/29/16

FHSU Leadership 310 Class Project to promote Spring Kickoff 2016, the

Leiker interviews Aaron Evinger and Jeina Stoumbaugh about their

3/29/16

FHSU Department of Social Work to host field

The Field Day is being renamed to "The Judy Caprez Social Work Field

This event includes a continuing education program.

FHSU Department of Social Work to host field

Fort Hays State University sets day to

celebrate scholarly and creative activities

Fort Hays State University will host the John Heinrichs Scholarly and

3/29/16

Spring Art Walk. An exhibit that will be featured during next month's Hays Arts Council

"Express Love Over Violence" is collaborating with Hays-based "Jana's Campaign" in

A Fort Hays State University Leadership 310 team called "Express Love

3/30/16

FHSU assistant director of Residential Life to

Maryke K. Taute, assistant director of residential life at Fort Hays State

3/30/16

Great Bend native Tory Marie Arnberger has announced her candidacy

for Kansas 112th Representative seat

Arnberger believes that her passion and experience will help Great

Bend and Hoisington become stronger.

Kansas Poet Laureate Emeritus Caryn Mirriam-Goldberg and storm

chaser/photographer Stephen Locke will present "Chasing Weather:

3/24/16

University's Sternberg Museum of Natural History at 7 p.m. Friday, April

"Jurassic Park" movies, will speak at a fundraiser for Fort Hays State
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Leiker interviews Aaron Evinger and Jeina Stoumbaugh about their
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